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ABSTRACT

Experimental measurements of the performance and the heat transfer
F~i rates of liquid -propellant rocket motors operating at combustion pressures

of 1000 psia and 1500 psia have been made with the WFNA-ammonia and

the RFNA(15% N2 0 4 )-ammonia propellant conbinations at mixture ratios

(oxidizer/fuel by mass) ranging from 1. 0 to 3.4. The rocket motors were

convectively water-cooled and had nominal values of thrust = 500 lb, L. =

100, and contraction ratio = 18; the expansion ratios of the nozzles were

,uch as to give approximately optimum expansion to 14. 5 psia atmospheric

pressure. The injectors were of the triplet type with six impingement

points. The highest val,'.s of performance and heat transfer, which were

obtained at mixture ratios between 2. 0 and 2. 3, were as follows ((or corn-

bustion pressures of 1000 psia and 1500 psia respectively): specific im-

pulse a 237 lbf. sec/lbm and 244 lbf. sec/Ibm, specific impulse corrected

for heat transfer u Z4Z lbf. sec/lb and 250 lbf. sec/lb M, characteristic

velocity a 4980 ft/sec and 5040 ft/sec, thrust coefficient = 1. 53 and 1. 56,

average heat transfer rate in the combustion chamber = 2. 9 Btu/in. . sec

2and 3.5 Btu/in. & sec, and average heat transfer rate in the nozzle =

2. 2.7. 0 Btu/in. sec and 9."0 Btu/in. sec. It was found possiblc to regener-

atively cool the rocket motor employed for the experiments at 1000 psia

combustion pressure by using the oxidizer (RFNA) to cool the combustion

chamber and the fuel (ammonia) to cool the nozzle.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents experimental measurements of performance and

heat transfer which were made as part of a continuing program of propel-

lant evaluation which has as its purpose the gathering of performance and

heat transfer data, as well as rocket motor design and operating infor-

mation, at combustion pressures up to 2000 psia using propellant combi-

nations of current interest. The propellant combination used in previous

experiments under this program was white fuming nitric acid (WFNA) and

jet engine fuel (JP-4). The results of the experiments with WFNA and

JP-4, which were conducted at combustion oressures ranging from 300 psia

to 2Z50 psia, were report d in Reference 1.

The experiments reported herein were conducted at nominal combustion

pressures of 1000 psia and 1500 psia using the following two propellant

combinations: (1) white fuming nitric acid (WFNA) as the oxidizer and

anhydrous ammonia as the fuel and (Z) red fuming nitric acid (RFNA) con-

taining 15 per cent N 2 0 4 as the oxidizer and anhydrous ammonia as the fuel.

The latter propellant combination has been investigated previously at com-

bustion pressures ranging from 750 psia to 2160 psia; the previous investi-

gation, which employed rocket motors having approximately 250 lb thrust,

was reported in Reference 4.

A different rocket motor was used for each of the two levels of com-

bustio.- pressure so that the same values of thrust, L , and contraction

ratio could be maintained. The motors were convectively water-cooled

except during two tests at 1000 psia combustion pressure in which regener-

ative cooling was employed. Firing runs of between one and two minutes

duration were made during which the mixture ratio was varied while hold-

ing the combustion pressure near the desired value of either 1000 psia or

CONFIDENT IAL
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1500 psia, Measurements were made of specific impuls', characteriatic

velocity, thrust coefficist, averago heat transfer rate in the combustion

chamber, and A~erals heat transfer rate in the nasals, at mixture ratios

(oxidixer/fuel by mas.) ranging from 1. 0 to 3. 4.

E~XPERIM ENTAL, APPARATUS, PROCEDURES, AND INSTRTIMENTATION

Two rocket motor* were ikipioyed for the investigation 0f nitriv acid

And Amr.'rionis. Except for minor modifications the motor with which the

experiments At 1000 pous coynhuption pressure were uionrluctscl was similar

.. 1At ormployed foir conducting the investigation of WFNA And JP-4 At

1000 pals combustion pressure reported in Reference 2. The rocket motor

with which the experiments at 1500 ps combua .. ) pressure were conducted

was the on. utilized in the ianvitigation of WFNA atnd JP-4 at 1300 pa rom-

bustion pressure rmoported in Reference 3. The motors had nominal valus
A

of thrust n 500 lb, L m 100 zj.nd contraction ratio ('zombu'etion chamber

crao.-4octionAl area/noshtle t~~rrt area) m 18. The expansion ratios of the

nossles (noaw~le exit a ca/nozzle throat area) were 7. 14 for the rocket motor

employed for the investigation at 1000 pia combustion pressure and 10. 4

for the rocket -notor employed for the investigation at 1500 ps combustion

pressure; those expansion ratios were slightly lower than the optimum

values, but for both nozsles the loss in thrusmt coofficient dqje to underex-

pension was calculated to be less than 0. 1 per cent. The injectori were of

the triplet type with aix impingement points; at each iznpingemne-at point two

oxidizer streams impinged on one fuel stream. A turbulence ring was Ia-

catef' about 0. Z5 in. beyond the impingement points. The diameters of the

injector orifices were tho snme for both of the rocket rnotorpi And the ini-

jncti-wa pressure drops were approximately 140 psi for brith he fuel and the

.oxidizer at a mixture ratio of 2. 2. Each rocket motor eimployed a heliual

CONFIDE NTIA.LI
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cooling pa.sNeai in the wall of the ntinle m steel c-hamber and in the wall

of the copper nozzle, and a coolant pamsage was also provided in the t,i-

bulence ring. Water was the coolant in all of the exphrimentm exrept for

one experiment at 1000 psia combustion prescure in which the nozzle was

regeneratively cooled by the fuel (ammonia)! and one etp!rjment at 1000

pnia in which the nozzle was reigenetratively tooled by rite fuel and the

combitstion chamber and the turohilnce ring were regitrratively tooled

by the oxidizer (R.'NA). A more detailed deicription of the two rot kc.i

motorm, topther with jk drawing of one of the rocket mtora, i presented

in Appendix B.

The propellant feed sFystem anl the oolant fe,.d systrem were the MAIne

ones employed for the inveatigatlon of WFNA and 2P-4 at 1500 poia om-

buation preheure reported in Reference 3 except that different metering

orifices were tamed for man-aauring the propellant flowv rates and A different

method for igniting the propellant. wan ttliierl. For the atid-ammovml

5xperimnents ignition was obtained by placing, prior to rach run, About

6 in. of 1i/a-in. diica~ tai lithium wire in the otOieuaii ime between the

propellant valve and the rocket mutor; when the flo'- of liquid arnmonf

started the lithium dissolved making the ammonta ftist entering the onl-

bustion chamber hypergolic with the nitric at id. IT, nil of thf ruann with

water-cooling the ammonia wan supplied to the rocket motor at the ambient

temperature in the tet cell (b0OF to 80'F'.

The ammonia tied in the investigation we. -ommer( ial anhydrolc

ammonia containing 99. 5 per cent NH 3 . The white fuining nitric H( idi

(WFNA) wac xpecified when purchased to ( ontain not lean than '48. 5 per

cent lINe 3 . and the red fuaming nitric ai id 1RIFNA, wa mpaeified to be in

a ccordance with government mpt cific:t ion MPI) - 138 -A a i % - 1% N 204

CONFIDE NT IA L.
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3% j0. r)% 14,0, AflO0 to 83. 5% HN()3 0. 5% + 0. 1% 11F, 0. 1% nmaximuim

nolids). No aflhlysom wera made to chock the coinpopittinn nf then Acids, but

the specific Nravition were founid to correspond to the mror-ified porcentstaee

of N Z0 4 and H z0.

The int-umontation was the ssame As that omployed for the tests of

WYNA And J11-3 at 1500 pvipt reported in Ref-rence a3, Vinw rAtes wnrv

meaiture(I with nrifice meaters and the thrust, the pronstires, anti ther dif-

ferontial presmurcts were m-nAxired with Wianrc-k picktip end recorded on

Pirrwn 'ILleotronik'' Ati ip-rhart recorderx. 'rhe oolAnt tenperAttire. w-rt

menosured by irun-, nsantAn thermocouiple mr we ri reorded~pt nn Brown

Rt rip-chart rec ordpr..

During eat h run the mnixture ratit, was vuiind in atepA while the rorn-

bication pressure was maintained ned#L tl.i Ipmi:otl level of either 2000 psiA

or 1500 pnfme. The requiiel variations in the propelloint flow i-Stern Were

obtsinod hy raiainji thi' proipeliknt tank pressures anti by operating throttle

valvas in the propellant feed linesl the valves were remotely atated by

An uporator who warn gidied In Mnaking thn adttijtinents by mptrsm iradit Ating

the propellant flow rittrjs and the comnburntion proaxore. After nxtablishing

eatch mixtture ratio the rat t et motor wits permittfid to ruin for 16, to 10O seconds

with no fuirther adjtisaments of aither the tank prasaxaresa or the throttle valves

thum giving steady-state operation. Ordinatrily, it wax pomiible to hold the'

combustion pressukre to within 30 pa1 of the desired value, but greater

deviation sonetirne. oc curred bcauseO of limtiations in the ,cntrol atppao-

tuim; some of the meanshrernenta reported heroin were therefore obtaineud at

combusition pressures differing by Asmu Ini As 90 p.1 from the nominal vtll.'M

of either 1000 pmiA or 1500 pnin.

t:ONFIDENTIAL
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EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE

The performance and heat transfer data obtained from all of the experi-

ments in which valid measurements were made are tabulated in Appendix E.

Each value tabulated is the average value measured during at least five

seconds of steady operation. Values of the estimated errors in the measur-

ed values of performance and heat transfer aie presented in Appendix F.

The measured values of specific impulse Is , specific impulse corrected

for heat transfer Isa , characteristic velocity c , and thrust coefficient CF.

are plotted as a function of mixture ratio (mass flow rate of oxidizer/mass

flow rate of fuL.L) in Figures 1 through 7. The values of specific impulse

corrected for heat transfer, Isa, were obtained by adding to the measured

specific impulse, I., the additional specific impulse which it was calculated

would be obtained if there were no heat transfer to the rocket motor walls.

The added specific impulse was a maximum of 6.5 lbf. sec/lb m for the

maximum heat transfer rates which were obtained in the tests. The defi.

nitions and formulas used in computing I., c , CI and Is are presented
a

in Appendix C.

Also plotted in Figures 1 through 7 are curves which show the percent-

ag z of the theoretical(frozen compositior performance values which were

found to best fit the experimental data over the mixture ratio range from

1. 0 to 3.4. The theoretical performance values from which these curves

were obtained were extrapolated from the theoretical (frozen composition)

performance values presented in Reference 5 for combustion pressures up

to 800 psia; the method of extrapolation in described in Appendix D.

As can be seen from Figures I through 7 the performance obtained

with RFNA as the oxidizer was substantially the same as the performance

obtained with WFNA as the oxidizer. The highest values of I and c were

CONot" iDZNT LX L
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obtainod at miixture ratios between Z, 0 and 2. 3. The meApiod values, of

ltlf c *and GC at a mixtur-k ratio of Z. 0, an given by the fitted curves,

together with the correspon~ding percentages of the theorutiral performance

were am fllowet

TABLE I

Meaured Performiknce Values At r w 2. 0 and the

Corresponding Percentages of th"- Theoretical

(Trruman Composition) PerformAnce Values

Pe r'irmante PArfnrrnAnc. Performance
Parameiter at 1000 Pita at 1500 psi&

Combustion Pressure Combustion Pressure

Z37 lbf - Nc/Ib m 244 lbf- metc/lb

91 per cent 91 per cent

1242 lbf. sac/ibm 250 )bf. eec/lb

93 per cent 9'k Per (-*)t

c 4950 ft/se 5040 fx/sec

9per c~nt 95 per cant

1. 5 1.56

97 percen 96 per cent

T lic~1uc. ~ u~v4C.~ti%^~h twn MAO rinixA tats -with reirenora-

tive cooling (one teat having regenerative cooling Of the nozxle Only) Are

shown together with tne values of 1V, 1sa. c .and C .for the 1000 poa tests

with water cooling in Figures 1, 3, 5, and 7. Am shown in Appendix G an

increas.e in the value of 1 over the value with water cooling approximately

rqual10 IN rnlnum Is (xihnit q lb1 f' nr/lbm for tho 1000 pAiA runs) would he

expected for experim-ents with regenerative cooling of both the combustion

chaembar and the nozzle. An increase in 1.of about 3 1bf, sec/lbrn would be

CCN r'DENT1AL
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Figure 1. Measured Specific Impulse at 1000 psia Combustion
Pressure Compared with Theoretical
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Figure 2. Measured Specific Impulse at 1500 psia Combustion

Pressure Compared with Theoretical
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expected for experiments with regenerative cooling of the nozzle only.

However, these increases in Is are not clearly shown by the data since the

expected increases are of the same magnitude as the scattesr in the measured

values of Is . The main result obtained from the experiments with regenera-

tive cooling was that regenerative cooling with acid and ammonia was found

to be possible at the high heat transfer rates obtained at 1000 psia combustion

pressure. However, very favorable coolant velocities and temperatures,

as well as imprartically large coolant pressure drops, were utilized in the

experiments with regenerative cooling. The ammonia velocity in the coolant

past.:-ge of the nozzle ranged from 140 ft/sec at the entrance and exit of the

nozzle to 240 ft/sec at the throat of the nozzle, and the pressure drop in the

coolant passage of the nozzle was 800 psi (inlet pressure = 2000 psia, outlet

pressure = 1200 psia). The ammonia wasbcooled to 30°F or lower before

each recneratively-cooled test. The acid velocity in the coolant passage

of the chanber was 50 ft/sec and the pressure drop in that coolant passage

was 400 psi (inlet pressure = 1750 psia, outlet pressure = 1350 psia$. The

acid inlet temperature was 79 0 F.

The performance obtained with nitric acid and ammonia was lower than

the performance which was obtained previously with WFNA and jP-4 em-

Dlovinle the same rocket motors. The maxirmrm specific irnrntlse wai ahont

4 per cent lower for the acid-ammonia experiments than for the acid - JP-4

experiments. The maximum c and the maximum C F were about Z per cent

lower for the acid-ammonia experiments than for the acid - JP-4 experiments.

The lower values of Is and c obtained with the acid-ammonia propellant com-

bination probably indicate that there was less complete combustion of the acid

and ammonia than of the acid and JP-4 since the theoretical performance of

the acid-ammonia combination is one to two per cent higher than the theo-

CONFTIDENT!AL
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retical periormance of the acid - JP-4 combination (as approximated by

acid-octane; Cf. Reference 3).

Figure 8 shows the injection pressure drops as a function of mixture

ratio for the rocket motor employed for the investigation at 1000 psia com-

bustion pressure; Figure 8 is based on the flow rates corresponding to the

fitted theoretical performance curves. The injection pressure drops were

approximately 140 psi for both the fuel and the oxidizer at a mixture ratio

of 2. 2. The injection pressure drops for the rocket motor employed for

the investigation at 1500 psia combustion pressure were about 10 per cent

lower than the pressure drops shown in Figure 8. The injection pressure

drops for the regeneratively-cooled experiments, for which the nozzle

throat was enlarged (Cf. Appendix B), were about 200 psi for both the fuel

and the oxidizer at a mixture ratio of 2. 2.

EXPERIMENTAL HEAT TRANSFER

The values of the avernge heat transfer rate in the nozzle (heat trans-

ferred per second to the coolant divided by the gas-side surface area of the

nozzle) and the average heat transfer rate in the combustion chamber (heat

transferred per second to the coolant divided by the gas-side surface area

of the combustion chambez) are plotted as a function of mixture ratio in

.'ia...P. a. . .10 Tha e. r. .in * ..aii.a 0 . r .in ai. w. .. t-

and lower limits which include most of the heat transfer values obtained in

the experiments. The large scatter in the values of heat transfer can be

only partly attributed to experimental error (Cf. Appendix F); most of the

scatter represents actual variations in the heat transfer rates within runs

and from run to run, and it is believed that these variations were caused

chiefly by the erratic deposition of solid material on the motor walls. After

the first test with each rocket motor a dark brown deposit appeared on the

CONFIDENTIAL
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Figure 9. Measured Average Heat Transfer Rate in the Combus-
tion Chamber and in the Nozzle at 1000 psia Combustion Pressure
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Figure 10. M4.easured Average Heat Transfer Rate in the Combhus-
tion Chamber and in the Nozzle at 1500 psia Combustion Pressure
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combustion chamber and nozzle walls which varied from a povdery deposit

in the combustion chamber to a hard scale in the convergent section and

throat of the nozzle. The extent and thickness of the deposit appeared to

change somewhat from run to run, and the deposit was not removed between

runs. Since samples of the deposit were strongly attracted by a magnet it

is believed that the deposit was chiefly iron oxide from the nitric acid.

As can be seen from Figures 9 and 10 the heat transfer rates obtained

with RFNA as the oxidizer were substantially the same as the heat transfer

rates obtained with WFNA as the oxidizer. The maximum heat transfer

rates, which occurred at a mixture ratio of approximately 2. 0, were about

2.9 Btu/in. 2. sec in the combustion chamber and about 7.0 Btu/in. 2. sec in

the nozzle for the 1000 psia runs, and were about 3. 5 Btu/in. 2. sec in the

combustion chamber and about 9. 0 Btu/in. 2. sec in the nozzle for the 1500

psia runs. These heat transfer rates were about 20 per cent lower in the

combustion chamber and about 10 per cent lower in the nozzle than the

values obtained previously with WFNA and JP-4 in the same motors. Differ-

ences this great would be expacted since the adiabatic flame temperature of

acid and ammonia is about 10000F lower than the adiabatic flame temperature

of 5200 0 F for acid and JP-4.

The heat transfer rates in the nozzle obtained with regenerative-cooling

of the nozzle were within the range of the heat transfer rates obtained with

water-cooling of the nozz]e. The heat transfer rate in the combustion

chamber obtained with regenerative-cooliL. of the combustion chamber

was lower than the range of heat transfer rates obtained with water-cooling

of the combustion chamber, possibly indicating that more solid was depositzd

on the combustion chamber wall during the regeneratively-cooled run or that

deposits were formed in the coolant passage.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Water-cooled rocket motors having nomiral values of thrust = 500 Ib,

L = 100 in., and contraction ratio = 18, were successfully operated at com-

bustion pressures of 1000 psia and 1500 psia using the propellant combina-

tions WFNA-ammonia and RFNA(15% N2 0 4) -ammonia.

Z. The performance and heat transfer values obtained with RFNA as

the oxidizer were substantially the same as the performance and heat trans-

fer values obtained with WFNA as the oxidizer.

3. The maximum values of the characteristic velocity, the specific im-

pulse, and the heat transfer rates were obtained at mixture ratios (oxidizer/

fuel by mass) between 2.0 and 2. 3.

4. The maximum value of the characteristic velocity was 4980 ft/sec

(94 per cent of theoretical) at 1000 psia combustion pressure and was

5040 ft/sec (95 per cent of theoretical) at 1500 psia combustion pressure.

The maximum value of the specific impulse corrected for heat transfer

was 242 lbf sec/lb m (93 per cent of theoretical) at 1000 psia combustion
pressure and was 250 lbf'sec/lb (93 per cent of theoretical) at 1500 psia

combustion pressure.

5. The maximum value of the average heat transfer rate in the com-

bustion chamber was about 2.9 Btu/in. 2. sec at 1000 psia combustion pres-

2sure and was about 3.5 Btu/in. . sec at 1500 psia combustion pressure.

The maximum value of the average heat transfer rate in the nozzle was

about 7.0 Btu/in. 2. sec at 1000 psia combustion pressure and was about
9. 0 Btu/in. 2. sec at 1500 psia combustion pressure.

6. The performance obtained with acid and ammonia was 2 to 4 per Lent

lower than the performance obtained with acid and JP-4 employing the same

rocket motors. The heat transfer rates obtained with acid and amnrmonia
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ware 10 to ZI) par rent Inwer than the heat Lrannfer raui ohitnined with

At '4 and JP-4.

7. The rocket motor employed in the experiment, at loon plItA 'an-

biirtion preenira wax atircenaafuliy operated with regenerAtille rnoing: the

fuenl (amnmoniA) wns utilized for cooling the nozzle and the oxidiretr (RFNA)

for cooling the combustion chamber. The coolunt premesure dropm were

POO pni in thei nozzle and 400 p.1 in thn -onhuntion chpimber,

COUNFIDENT IAL
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

At throat area of the nozzle, in. 2

c characteristic velocity, ft/sec

CF thrust coefficient

F thrust, lbf

i s  specific impulse, lbf. sec/Ibm

Isa specific impulse corrected to adiabatic wall conditions, lb fsec/ibm

Isr specific impulse corrected to regeneratively-cooled conditions,

lbf- sec/ilbm

k apparent specific heat ratio of the combustion gases in the nozzle

L ratio of the combustion chamber volume (from the injector face to

the nozzle throat) to the nozzle throat area, in.

rnf flow rate of the fuel, ibm/sec

rno 0 flow rate of the oxidizer, ibm/sec

rhc  flow rate of the coolant through the combustion chamber and the

turbulence ring, lbm/sec

rfln flow rate of the coolant through the nozzle, ibm/sec

Pc combustion pressure, psia

AP. ..... ao . . thefue .. i. ujeLLAiun orifices, psiA If C - - -J

AtPio pressure drop in the oxidizer injection orifices, psi

2
qc average "heat transfer rate in the combustion chamber, Btu/in. .sec

qn average heat transfer rate in the nozzle, Btu/in. 2. sec

Qc total heat transfer rate in the combustion chamber, Btu/sec

Qn total heat transfer rate in the nozzle, Btu/sec

Qtr total heat transfer rate to the turbulence ring, Btu/sec

r mixture ratio, oxidizer/fuel by mass (r = /rhf)

CONFIDENT TAT,
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Sc heat transfer area of the combustion chamber wall, in. 2

Sn heat transfer area of the nozzle wall, in.Z

AT c  temperature rise of the coolant at the outlet of the coolant passage in

the combustion chamber, OF

AT temperature rise of the coolant at the outlet of the coolant passage inn

the nozzle, OF

ATtr temperature rise of the coolant at the outlet of the coolant passage in

the turbulence ring, OF

CONFIDENTIAL
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH ROCKET MOTORS

1. flockat Mntnr Ey-nInyod f-r the Investigation at 1000 pnia Corribustin

Preessure

The noaxle, of the motor employed for the investigation .it 1000 pniia torn

buntion pressure was the same nozzle that was employed for the investigation

of WFNA and JP-4 reported in Reference 2. LDue to the loss of copper from

he throat of the nozzle during the WFNA - ,IP-4 runs the thrust diameter at

the beginning of the acid-ammonia investigation was 0. 692 in. instead of the

design value of 0. 641 in. indicated in Figure 6, Reference a . During tho

acid -ammonia runs the throat diameter gradually increased to About 0. 698 irt.

The mean diameter of the throat during the runs was 0. 695 in. so that thst

umitrautiui agi for ihe ituale wAs 15, 3 anid the I.* of the rut ket motor WAin

109 in, ; the thrust of the rocket motor at 1000 psiA combustion pressure wall

"80 l1). The expansion ratio of the nozzle was 7. 8. making the noa~jrloq fnde

expanded since the calculated expansion ratio for optimum expansion to 14,4

psi& (the local mean atmospheric pressure) was 8.4; howev'er, the calculatted

losm in thrust coefficient and specific impulse due to underexpannion wasn

only 0. 04 per cent. The heat transfer Area of the nozzle wall ivas 24. 0 in.

For the regeneratively-coolad runs the nozzle throat was forced outward

with a tapered rod to insure complete contact with tha- fillor 1 'lock; this rr

suited in a throat diameter of 0. 767 in. , and the corresponding Lont ratior,

ratio was l?. 6, the L*was 89 in. , the thrust was 700 lb. and theo expaiulioni

ratio of the nozzle was 6.4, making the nozzle underexp4ndad to the #,xtt~

of a 0.4 per cent loss. in thrutit coefficient and specific iniptilmn.

Water wan supplied to the coolant passage of the nozzle at a prrmsuie of

approximately 1000 pmia and with a flow rate of approximately 1. 1 Itb/sec.
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The water wast discharged from that coolant pantiage at a prnsure of Appro'ri.

inately 150 PCIA. For the runs utililizing Armmonia for cooling the nnzr.Ir the

ammiuonia entered the coolant passuage of the nommio at a p. .*saure Of About

ZO0O paia witha, (low rate of a~bout 0. 91 lb/MOC Andi the skinionjat wAn disChargt'd

frorii that coolant pie a-MgP At 1 AOp PPiA.

'rho rombuetion chamber WAft the one employed in the inveatigation of

WYN'A And JP-4 reported iii Refermnce 1, and the turbutlenro ring warn Made

to thip name drawings an the turbulence ring employed in the WFNA - .j P-4

inveirtiation, 'I he heat transfer Area of the combusetion chamber wall wasn

Water WArN rupplied to the Coolant Pausage Of the combiuntion t-hainbor

at a pressure &l About l800 peiA and with A flow rate of about 1. 4 lh/Aftc.

The water wait dinchakrged from that coolant pasnage At n prerneore of Ap-

proximately r100 paMia. 'rhe mame water then enteredi the coolant pafsage

in the tuirbulence ring And wasn dinchArged from the turbulence ring with a

preernure of appro~ximately 400 psia. For the run with iic-cl ~ooig oif the

oinbun.on chamber and turbulence ring the Acid entered the coolant pxneagti

of the combustion Chamber1 ait A preernure of About 17r50 pna with a flow rate

of !, 0 lb/sec: And warn diachA rged front that coolant papsAgr with A prommure

of approximately 1350 pnia; the acid warn dincharged from the (onlant

piNage of the turbulence ring At 1AOO pmia.

'rhe injector was a new one, having the same impingemeant -point locationn

it" the injector employed in the inventigation of WFJ' iand] JP-4 reported in

Reference 2. 'rhe new injecutor, however. had the name manifold donign and

the name bilt-in fuel valve an the injector of the motor employed for the

investigation at 1500 psia comibustion preaure (Cf. Figure! 1 1). Th t in -

jector orifice diameters were 0. 003 in. for the fuel (6 orificeti) and 0. 055 iii.
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G,,r thn oxidizer (12 orificam). The ratio of the :.ength to the diameter for

the fuel orifices was 2. 5 and the ratio of the length to the diameter for the

oxidizer orifices was 3. 1. The entrances of the oxidiser orifices were

equArr and originally the entrances of the fuel or.icea were chamfered to

A diArnlter of 0. I in. In water tentm of the injector (with atmosphoric baLk

presoure) the fuel stram.n were obsetved to break tip rapidly after leavin R

the Injection orifices. Submequently during the investigation of WFNA at

1000 pelA cotnbustion pressure two runs gave anomaloumly low perfntmance;

mince the chAnge in performance might have been due to an increase In the

disporeion of the ftue ntreAma under some flow conditions, the chamfered

entrancen of the fuel orifices were welded shut and redrilled to give aqntare

antranceN. The experiment. with RFNA were conducted with the redrifled

fuel orifices and meaeurements showed that the pressure drop in the re-

drilled oritm es wiN the came as in the u jinal orifices. It was found latt'r,

however, that the anomalously low performance obtained in the two runs

dlnc'immed above w.nti not due to changes in the dispersion of the fuel streams

but to plugging of the oxidizer orifices resulting from the use of a drum of

Acid contiaining an exceptionally large Arr '.t of suspended solids. The

anornaloum data were discarded.

Jq&-kl MqIqT Ernployed for the i ln'tn-- 100 , Ci. (J111JUWLiunf

Pressure

Figure I I presents a drawing of the rocket motor that was employed

for the investigation at 1500 psia combustion pressure. The nozzle of that

motor was the same one that was employed for the investlgatioi of WFNA

and JP-4 reported in Reference 3. Due to the ln.. of 'opprr froai the

throat of the nozzle during the WFNA - JP-4 runs the throat diamneter at

tho beginning of the acid-axnmonia inventigation wa5 0. 555 in. instead of
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the design valuo of 0. 520 in. indicated in Figure 11. Oi ring the avid-

ammonia runs the throat diameter gradually incr'siased tt. About 0. 563 in.

and the throat became scored Anid ot-of- round. The m( Pn diamecter of the

throat during the runs WAs 0. 559 in. so that the contraction ratia for the

nozzle warn 18.,0 and the L* o f the rocket motor WAR 114 in. ;the thTRut Of

the rocket motor at 1500 poiat combustion pressure Was 5370 lb. The expan-

pion ratio for the noz~zle WAR ID.4, making the noazlet Under-expAndtid since

the calculated axpansion ratio for optimumr *XpAn. iOn to )4. 5 p.-le wasn 11. 3;

however, the calculated lose in thr- 4t coefficient And specific Impulse due

to under -expansion was only 0. 04 per cent. The heat transfer ar@a of the

nozle wail wan 17. 9 in.

Water was supplied to the coolant passage of the nozzle at a pressure

Of Approximately 1500 pala and with a flow rate of approxiately 1. 9 lb/sec.

'[he water was discharged fron thatt coolant passage at a pressure of approxi-

mately ZOO pa Ia.

The combustion chamber and the turbulence ring were made to the same

drawings An the combustion chamber Anti the turbulbrnce ring employed in

the investigation of WI<NA and JP-4 reported in Reference 31. The heat

transfer area of the combustion chamnber wall was 35. 1 In.

Watpr wnm rn sunii jed to tI-s rnn1Ant nama s, of th,. ~rbit inn cb~niher

At R pressure of about 1000 psla andi with a flow rate of about 1. 5 lb/180c.

The water was discharged from that coolant passage at a pressure of approxi-

mately 750 psia. The same water then ent,%red the coolant passage in the

turbulence ring and was dischargedl fromn the turbulence ring at a pressure

of ;ipproximatetly 650 psia.

['he injector wast the injector "C" employed in the inintigution of WFNA

and JP-4 reported in Reference 1: idin 6 ftiol in~ection orifices were conlarged
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to a diameter of 0. 063 in. And the 1Z oxidizer injection orifices. were left

it their oriinrl diameter of 0. 055 in. Thn ratio of the length to the diarme.

tar for the fuel orifice warn Z.2 and the ratio of the length tc the diameter

for rho ovic]izer oa-ifiL;ea wan 3. 3.

The propellart valve employed for the inveIMtIgAtion of Acid and armmonia

was that utilized in inveatigating WFNA and JF'-4 at 1500 paia combustion

pressure. Partial-flow starts were employed; one pair of propellant valves

opened and atinittiod about one fourth of the full flow rate to the rocket

motor; then. alter about one second of operation at partial flow, the second

pair of valves opeAed and the flow rates increased in a period of about 0, 1

second to their fikll values. The starts were nometiness audibly rough, but

the oscillograph records (valid to about 100 cpsa showed no overshoot in the

combustion pressure,
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APPENDIX C

DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS USED IN CALCULATING

PERFORMANCE AND HEAT TRANSFER VALUES

The definitiono ined in thin report for the performance pararnetern I,

c anti CF are as follownt

FI10 -bf' l ' Ibni l

rho + hf

S Pc AtPA N ibf' nec/1bm

ro rf

SPr Ator c * 3Z. 1739 - ft/nAs

U) I

F

C. (3)
P t

The values of average heat transfer rate in the combuation chamber

and in the nonale were calculated fromi

q c /S c (4)

q /S

The equation uved for calculating 0. aud Qn' a. well as Q tr' was

derived as follows:

Fluid flown through a coolant paumAgo with masm flow rate , and

between the inlet, station i. and the outlet, station 2, heat im trans-

tarred to the passage at the rate of Q heat units per unit time. The

* For notation see Appendix A.
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flow in steady, and kinetic energy changes and height changes betw,|en

stations I and Z can he neglected. The steardy-flow energy equation

given for thin came

Q rth (h. - h1 ) (6)

where h is the anthalpy per unit nass t, the fluid.

If the temperature T Arid the pro;e,,re P at stations I and 2. are

measured than equation 6 e.-n be employed directly in the form

Q a rh [ h(Tz, PZ) - MT , P 1)] (7)

If the temperature and the pressure at ntation i are measured

both with heat transfer n Q and %%I:h heat transfer -0, then Q can be

calculated from equation 7 modified am followsl From equation 7.

for 0 C)

0 a th [ h('rj, P,) - hj'r1  )] (i)

Let T, and P be the values of 'r and P? when Q - 0 And let T
10 (.

and P 1 be the values of T 1 And P I whmn Q w 0. From equation 8 it

follows that

h(TI o P h(T P

o 'zo 1~ 0 1

Bult T~ T1 and Pi = P1 . since the ent rance con,.itimin 4h z" '

affected by the rate of heat transfer. Hence

h(TA , P~ ) - h(T 1 , 1 )

Substituting the latit relation into equation 7 given

Q " rh f h(T, P,) - h(T) , P 2 )]

For the experiments reported herein P= Po Hence the last

lxprefision can be written

GONFIDENT IAi,
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T

Q m(P V T) dT

10

where c in the conotant-prommure specific heat of the fliiid. The lait
p

relation Can be approximated by

C) ,_C ( T -T) iFAT (9)

where "V !-@ the vAhie of the specific heat at the pressuire P Alid At A

teznr1flAtu'! equal to T .+T

Equation 9 wasn employed I-or calculating 0 1) QAnd Q) for the
c i tr

runs with water-cooling since in the interest of itimplifying the instru

rnentation tlh0 inlet temperatures were not mansured. The cooling

watter warn alaowed to flow long enough before each run to permit a

constant value of Tito be reached, ats in required for equittion 9 to

lie valid. Equation 7 warn employed for calculAtirg the heat traynfer

rates for the run with regenerative cooling mine* inlet temperatures

w4ere measured in those experiments.

The values of specific impulse corrected for heat trtinfer (Is

z h-- t iu t~iuiltic waii condlitions and I" corrected to regener

ativo-cooling conditions) were calculated from equations derived

am follows (the derivation is based on that Presented in Referencei 6),,

A. -Tempaerature ratio across the nozzlo with heat transfer

Consider an ideal rocket motor in which a perfect gas enters the

nv"'Ic ~It tho tuaijitLuiv 1 c' the pressiure P1., and with the flow rate

r~h0 +rf, The ga8 has mpecific heats c p and c Vgas constant

R cp c ,and specific heat ratio k =c /c .The temperature and
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the pressure at the nozzle exit are T and Pc; the pressure P, im alno

equal to the at.mosphoric presaure. The entropy change of a urit nlass

of the gas as it goes from the initial state Te and P to the final statec

T and P is given by the well-known equation
Te a

AS WG In To- -R In 1
gas p T P

C r

liring the change 01T state of the unit mass of gas an Amlotint of heet

an /r I transferred to the murroundinge, If the heat transfer history

of the gas is specified, togSeLher with TO' PC. and P , than the filiala

temperature of the gas T* is determined with no additional information

heing needed about the gas or the surroundings. In particular. To does

not depend on the temperature of the aurroundingoj the surroundings

can therefore have any temperature, II the temperature of the surround-

ings is at each moment the same as the temperature T of the gan, then

the heat is transferred reversibly to the surroundings and the entropy

change of the surroundings during the ch..nge of state of the gas is

given by

Smurroundings T dn

A

But Aiuniverse ASgas + Asurroundings

To PS Tel-N d an

Honce c I n - R In - + -p Tc PC rihT
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T
d n On

Define, T by C - _I

T
c

Then c In - 1 R In ....

T, PC AT

P C P M p
Or .(.!) a

Te P,

For small valuh of C T the approximation can be made that

on

a
rc TP

Thin approximation wan found to be accurate to within 0. 2 per cent for

the valuen of Q ,) 1t, c and 7 enceuntered in the Arid--arr."nnnia inveati-
o p

gation. Thus, the approximate value of Te/'r c in given by the lation

k-I

To Ue n

T P rhc Te c p

B. Nozle exit velocity wtti het t;'anter

Applying the steady-flow energy equation to the flow through the

nozzle gives

-0 ' ri (he - hc) i/Z n V
n

where

hc . the specific enthalpy of the' gas at the entrance of the nozzle

h = the specific onthalpy of the gas at the exit of the nozzle
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V the velocity Of th0 9 .t the ccit of thc noi~1t
(The velocity of the gas at the entrance of the nnzzln in assumed

to he zero)

Thus /2d 1h V2 Irc C(Tc  ) Q

vZ T QOr v- c T c (I . .. .)( l
T c  h C p T c

Substituting T,/T. l"'m awqt'lion 10 yisids

k-I k-I

c T I-- "- (_e n-- -- J). (12), p c P c r; c T c  T p C
P JJ

C. TerjnM ra ure of the tis a \n the nomale
The enthatpy of the gas entering the iusale is equal to ti-s enthalpy

(or Adiabatic combustion cpTCA (based upon the propellants entering
the combustion chamber At sorne tando-d temperature) plus any
onthalpy added to the propellants by rnejeneratve cooling of the com-
bustion chamber, turbulence ring, and nozzle, minus any enthalpy
taken from the gas by heat transfer ,a the combustion chamber and to
the turbulence ring. (Subscript "a" indicates adiabatic conditions,
subscript "r" Indicates conditions for regenerative-cooling, and -u'u-
.,. .pA w- indicates conditions for water-cooling). Thus the enthalpy
of the gas entering the nozzle for the Adiabatic case (no heat transfer

to the chamber, nozzle, or turbulence ring) is

rh r tc T 
(13)

The enthalpy of the gas entering the nozzle for the water-ooled
case (Qc Ptr transferred from the gas to the cooling water i, the
combustion charnber and the turbulence ring and Q n tranaferred from

CONFIDENTIAL
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the RaR to the cooling water in the nozzIle) is

rilh thcp Trw rfi c T CA + Qtr) (14)

The mnthalpy of tho gam entering the nozzli fnr the- rogeneratively-

cooled cane (Q. 4 QtT tranaferrmd from the gam to the propellant uned

for cooling the chamber and the turbulence ring and Qn trinnfarred

from the gpan to the propellant used for cooling the nozzle) im

il her -rh cP TCr 1i Cp T . (- C + Qtr) + (Q tr Q n)

p c o lb

Fron equation 15

T On- (16)ar r T in6CA C r '!1 C"
P

Gonibining equationx 14 and 16 given

T C "r . . I.. . . . ( 17 )
Wr 1r C

p
1). Nozzle exit velocity with water coolinu

Subtituting T . T in equation 12 And uning the vai'ie of Tew

from equation 17 given

V Q+Q. ..

p C 1r

k-I
k a n  P a

I CT - CI - ) (18)

rt C *,(p Tc r

where T w/T w
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F- 1ozle exit vclocity, with regenerative cooling
Substituting T Tcr in equation 11 and assuming that T rT r

'rW/T w (calculated to be correct within 0. 5 per cent for the acid-

ammonia experiments) given

-I k-I

V r G n  ip
r cp TC  I - (. ) - I - (--!) (191
2 P r p c r t r. T IP

F. NoAzls exit velocity with no heat transfer (adiabatic condition.)

Subutituting T c a Tca in equation 12, (with Qn K 0) and uing the

,alue of r, from equation 16, jivve

k-l

V 
k

V p oTr 0L (20)
. r rl cp Tcr

G. .quAtione for I. and I
Eliminating cp Tcr between equatinns 18 knd 19 yieldo

r ._w + _Q QP
..ri, P C

a r mi n c e N ' to F / r = I (V,
k-l

f Qt r 1 - 1t
V V, Q~+ P

F 2 rPor mi tin V p I,,,

f k-k

V ?  2': n Fr n)
. . . .. (.. 1)I)

r. L ' F
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k-I"w

o r I -- - - ( 2 )
A r n

C

The value of X employed for the arcid-amionia investigation wan

1.3121 this value of N correaponded to a heAt transfer dixtrilhuton

calculated fcr the 1500 psia nozzle with WFNA and JP-4 an the

propellants. For X v 1. 312, And for the units of l, Q, and an

listed in Appendix A, equationh 21 and 2? becomna

48. 378 c r + Qn (23)%
r w rilo  + rnf

k

Q11 P
-: - I5. 11 -( ) (" 4)

a r PC

The value of ki used for the acid-ammonida inveetigatlon was 1. 23,

The maximum dlfferenct% between 1,r and Ia for the acid-ammonia

oxperimentm was 7.4 lbf sec/lb M and the maximum differencc betwenn

Isr And It was 0.9 lbf Aec/lbm; since the value tiesd j r X was only

approximate far the acid-ammona experiments, the latter difference

could be an l'ttle an 0. 5 lbf, mer/lb or Am large in 1. 5 Ili f cc/lbm

for the eatirnated uncertainty in X
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EXTRAPOLATION Of THEORE"TICAL PERFORMANCE VALUES TO

1000 PSIA AND 1500 P5IA COMBUSTION PRESSURES

Th . theoretical perlormance values presented in Figures I through 7

for comparison with th- rneeeurad performance values wer- ohtained by

extrapolating the theortiLAI VLau68 of I rformance baeed upon thermo-

chemical calculations for -N0 3 and NH 3 presentad in Reference 5. The

latter reforenco presents theoretical (frozen composition) values of I and

c a a function of mixturo ratio for corbumtfon presmures of 300, 400,

500, 600, 700, ,,d .00 psia, based on an flAit pressure of 14. 7 poial the

mixture ratios covered are 1. 0 to 3, 0 mole .'atio of NH 3 to HNO 3, which

correspond to mixture ratios of HNO 3 to NH 3 by masa of 3.70 to 1. 2.3.

The valusa of theoretical c* were extrapolated to combustion pressureh

of 1000 psia and 1500 paia by plotting the values of c* from Reisrence 5 an a

function of combustion preorure from 300 pas to 800 ps and by extending

the curves by free-hand to 1500 psia. Since the theoretica ._ es of c

increase by no more than 0.07 per cent per 100 pai ,t 000 psia combustion

pressure it wan estimated that the ,naximum error in the extrapolated

values of c* is 0. Z per cent. The extrapok ed values of c* are presnted

in Table 2.

The values of CF at 1000 poia and 1500 psia combustion pressure were

calculated, employing ext:apolated vi ' f k, by means of the s3quation

for the thrust coefficient of an ideal e notor which is

ki] k-i
k-I F k

V x-1 k+1 Pc
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The values of kc tuvd at 1000 pia and 1500 pna covrbu-ition pranuzo

were mxtrapolktndI for each mixture ratio from a plot of k ani a~ function of

combustion presisure from 300 psla. through 800 pmia. The vnhtion of kc at 300

psil, through 800 pule comibustion pressure were obtained by (1) plottinX

curves of Cl,. am a function of kc, employing equation 1. for v;alues of Pe/P C

corresponding to Pe 300, 400, 500, 600. 700, Arid 800 pale, and Pes 14. 7

psie and 12) reading the valuem, of k corresponding to the valueo of (.

(- U2. 174 x5 e~ iven in lReferrpnce 5, The maxinitm v'criatinn of k with

pressure wam (mind to saul to at uua;,imn uncertainty in thi' extraPiolated

values of kc of about 0. 3%; thp corresponding maximum error inC ig

0. 15%. Th. vatluu of extrapolated Cp. and kc Are presented in Tablas Z anrd

3,

Thu, values of theoretical 1.at combustion prsmp':.., of 1000 pulA And

1500 p'oiA were calculated from ths c-trApolmted Values Of C *And (:,. by

means of the relation 1. CF. c:/3. 174. The maximum error An I., comn-

bining the extrapolation errors of c* and (.F- iiJ Approximately 0. 35%. The

vkhton of tixrapolAted I aAre presented in Table 2.
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TABIE ?.

TheoreticRl (Frozen Composition) Performance of I-INO and NilI

Extrapolated fron Reference 5

Performance at 1000 peiA Performance Rt 1500 piqa
-oJ1)im tion| ll promtl'n . u'nli ntinn proxaurri

r . . . . . .JIs -- F I c'1*

1. 3 2.37. 4911 1,554 244. 1 4911 1.5qq
I, 32?I Z41,5 4986 1,558 248.5 4986 1.604
1,42.3 245.8 5060 1,561 Z51. ,! 506,1 1. 610
1,542 Z50,0 5131 1.567 Z57. 6 13 1, bl1r
1,68 254,0 5199 1.572 2 1.8 5202 ,6 ,1I
1,850 Z57, 6 5260 1.576 265 6 r 16 ?.62I
2.056 260, 1 b.99 1,79 468. 5 r,II 1,626
2.312 .56, 4 5219 1.581 264. 8 5. !31 1.6,8
!. 643 46. Z 5018 1. 579 ,54. 0 5027 1. 6 ?.6
3,083 233. 5 4770 1,575 240, 5 4773 1. 6.1
3,700 218.2 4471 1,570 24.6 4473 1.6 16

T AIl .E A

'Theoretical (Frormn Componition) Valuoa of Apparuint Spinuifit

Heat Ratio k Extrapolater, from Referinme 5

Valuti of k at Valu piS nf k Ikt
1000 paia 1500 pitA

r cornbustion comlitiml,
presuul ]Are prEAR1I1

1,233 1. 289 1.284

1, 32 12.27 1.74
I. 4,23 1.2,68 .2.03

1.541 1. ?50 1.25
1. 682 1. ,48 1.45
1.850 1 .240 .2I8
,.056 1. .33 1.e 3
,.312 1.2 ,30 1.Z10
2.643 1 .2.34 1. 14
3. 083 1 , .4 1 1 .4/
3.700 1. 25 1 .2 5
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API)PPNDIX E

TABULATED PERFORMANCE AND HEAT TRANSFER DATA

Tablep 4 throtigh l pr nent the expoxiiiental performance ard hen~t tranm-

fer data which were ohtained from all of the rune in which valid meamuromentp.

were maidl. Rium for which data are rut premented in Tables 4 thruigh 7

either were runs .onducted for other purpn-e, than the proitrtrm reported .

harain or *rC vrin during which a malfunction prevanted the m"asuremaent

of valid data. The value. preanted in Tabion 4 through 7 ,virb rounded off

(rorm the valuoe computed by the Datatron dl~ital computer.

14

UEU

U
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APPENDIX F

EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS

Errors in the measured values oi Pc, F, fio r, rf, r, 1s c , and CF

were computed for each run. The method employed for calculating the

errors in those parameters is described in detail in Reference 3, Appendix

B. Briefly, the errors computed were the maximum errors due to the com-

bination of (1) the ,atimated error in each calibration standard, (2) the esti-

mated errors in the values of the orifice coefficients and the propellant

specific gravities, (3) twice the standard deviation of the calibration points

of the force and pressure pickups (calibrated before, and usually after, each

run) from the least-squares equation fitted to the calibration points, and

(4) the estimated uncertainty in reading the chart records. Table 8 lists

the largest error in each pradrmeter computed for any of the runs and the

average error in each parameter for all of the runs; estimated errors in

qn and qc are also listed.

The orifice meters used for measuring the propellant flow rates and the

coolant flow rates were calibrated with water both before and after the acid-

ammonia investigation. The acid orifice and the coolant orifices were cali-

brated over the range of Reynolds Numbers that occurred during the rocket

motor runs. The ammonia orifice could not be calibrated at as high a

Reynolds Number as was -ncountered during the actual runs; instead, the

ammonia orifice was calibrated over a wide range of lower Reynolds

Numbers, and the curve of orifice coefficient as a function of Reynolds

Number obtained from the calibration was extrapolated to cover the Reynolds

Number range of the rocket motor runs. The values of the orifice coefficients

measured before the investigation began were employed in reducing the per-

formance and heat transfer data. The calibrations of the orifice meters
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made after the investigation wam completed were of lower precision than

the original calibrations; the second calibrations weiij made only for thn

purpose of detecting any large rhangem in the values ol' the orifice coffi,.

cient., Tho second calibrations had k precision of about 4 1 per cent, and

the values of the coefficient s given by the second calibrations were within

I per cant of the valuem of thr, coafficiints given by the original calibration,..
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I ABLE 8

Entimated Errorv in tha Mcanurad VAlusp

of Performance and Hoat Tranoftir

Mikiimurn Maximum
PArAmeter par crnt per cent

a;., rc, r a ." OF r
(Irlrgmxt vmlum (avwrAg" value
for any run) for All of the runs)

P" 1 09
F 1 0. 9

Tho  1.4 0. 9

mf .,3 1.7

r 3.1 Z.5

to !,9,' 0

c *, 4, 4

C F  3.,1 ".,I

q n 5.,0 .-..

IS. 0
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